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Sand has met its match.

LAST LONGER. WORK BETTER. 
All BTI products are guaranteed to: B.T.I.1-800-841-5524

Proudly made in the USA
exclusively for the Pneumatic Tank Trailer Industry.

BTI’s SandHog™ Tee and Elbow
Specially designed for highly abrasive materials.

™

Protects tee during discharge 
- horizontally, vertically or both.

Our Sandhog Elbows offer a “100% satisfaction or return it” 
guarantee and are 100% American made.

Finally, a hopper tee and elbow designed for extreme wear 
resistance in highly abrasive situations. The SandHog™ Hopper Tee 
and SandHog™ Elbow is projected to last twice as long as 
conventional abrasion resistant products.

Frac sand and similar abrasive materials has long been a problem 
to tank trailer hopper tees and elbows wearing through the 
downstream radius like a hot knife through butter. 

The SandHog™ has pThe SandHog™ has patented design features in conjunction with 
BTI’s DuraIron™, a special iron alloy that provides up to twice the 
wear resistance of conventional tees and results in abrasion 
resistance unlike anything on the market today.

The pThe patented design incorporates a ledge on the tee and a 
spherical pocket on the tee that catches the abrasive material 
being discharged and uses that material to protect critical wear 
points.

In additionIn addition, the BlackMaxx Super SandHog Elbow has a cathodic 
epoxy coating which provides a protective surface and offers the 
ultimate in corrosion and chemical protection. The coating provides 
superior salt spray, humidity and cyclic corrosion resistance. 

The SandHog ElbThe SandHog Elbow line is available in two industry standard cam 
and groove configurations: female to male and male to female. The 
elbow comes standard at 45° but connecting two of the elbows 
together offers a 90° option.

The SandHog™ Hopper Tee is available in a bottom drop or straight 
version. It is available in 3 Connection Configurations: Straight, 
Female Cam connection, and Male Cam connection.

Material discharging  from hopper is forced 
against tee radius  causing premature failure of 
a normal tee. Again, the SandHog™ Hopper 
Tee catches material to protect the radius. The 

material now wears against itself.

Our SandHog elbows incorporate a unique 
spherical pocket design that traps a small 
amount of product causing the discharged 
product to wear against itself instead of the 
fitting wall. These materials wear at corner 
and bend points along the discharge line. 
Bottom line: the SandHog Elbow uses the 
product being discharged to insulproduct being discharged to insulate these 

critical wear points.

BTI’s DuraIron™ is a special iron alloy that 
provides up to twice the wear resistance 

of conventional tees.

Material traveling through bottom of pipe rises 
at tee opening wearing out the radius on a 
normal tee. The SandHog™ Hopper Tee 

catches material to protect the downstream 
radius. The material now wears against itself.


